
On the absorption of water by the green parts of plants.

W. F. GANONG.

Notwithstanding many experiments, the question as to

whether land plants absorb any considerable quantities of

water through their green parts is still unsettled. It is to be

noticed that the two extremes of absorption, i. e., the ab-

sorption of the major part of the water supply on the one

hand, and of extremely minute and physiologically unimpor-

tant portions on the other, are here not brought into discus-

sion. The first is settled beyond all doubt in the negative,

and the second is of comparatively little importance and ap-

pears to be beyond any of the methods of investigation yet

applied to it. But to know whether plants can under any

normal conditions absorb water through green parts to an ex-

tent sufficient to profitably supplement the root supply, is of

much general interest, even though, as a side question upon

which nothing of consequence depends, it is of no great sci-

entific moment.
The belief in the affirmative of the problem is very old and

wide-spread, perhaps indeed nearly universal among garden-

ers and others dealing in a practical way with living plants.

Its principal basis is the familiar fact that plants drooping

through loss of water by too rapid transpiration revive i

sprayed in the ordinary fashion. But if the conditions of

this spraying be controlled and varied by experiment, the re-

lationship of cause and effect is found to be quite different from

that which is apparent. If (as has incidentally happened m

some of the experiments presently to be described) the wattf

be kept from the roots and the damp atmosphere created D)

the spray be soon removed, the plant does not revive. 1*"

the damp atmosphere be retained and the plant r

weight is found not to have increased, but rather diminish .

as the following shows:
Exp. a Healthy young Ricinus, the pot and earth wrapped in

was kept madry window one day until it was drooping for «
l ben weighed 372 ««. Placed in bell-jar moistened within, in tweu .

hours it had completely revived, but weighed 369.430^ .

Or again, if a plant be used which has wilted n

too rapid transpiration, but through slower loss of vr# a
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that the soil has become dry, and if the soil be protected, it

will not revive at all when sprayed and kept in a damp at-

mosphere. The explanation of these facts seems to be that

the rate of supply of water to leaves by conduction from roots

baa a maximum which may be exceeded under the same con-
ditions by the rate of loss through transpiration, and when
this occurs drooping follows. To plants in this condition
spraying, when it does not directly water the earth,

tamed by evaporation of the clinging water-drops; trans-
piration is thereby diminished until it is equalled and ex-
ceeded by conduction, and revival follows. But when the
drooping is the result of absence of water at the roots, these
being protected no revival can follow the spraying except by
direct absorption through the green parts; and the fact that in
such cases no revival takes place is fair evidence that absorp-
tion through the green parts cannot, to any appreciably pro-
vable extent, occur. That the revival of drooping parts can
^d does follow simple diminution of too rapid transpiration
without addition of water, is shown upon a large scale out
°i floors in gardens when hot summer days are followed by
cool evenings, and still better, in the irrigated regions of the

'th of which cases there is an evening revival of
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researches directed to this end [i. e., absorption through
leaves] have yielded no satisfactory results whatever," and

that it is not proven "that any considerable quantities of

water, and salts dissolved in it, are conveyed by means of

the leaves of the land plants, and that the activity of the

roots and of transpiration is supplemented by this means."
Vines in his "Lectures" 5 devotes a couple of pages to the

subject and concludes that while under special conditions

such absorption may take place, "the evidence before us is

insufficient to prove that the absorption of water is an impor-

tant normal function of leaves. " Nothing further of impor-

tance appears to have been published of late. 6

The paper by Henslow above cited as being the latest and

most positive and as well the basis of the tests to be presently

described, requires some analysis here. In reviewing the

work of Duchartre, he contends that the phenomena shown

by a cut shoot are a safe guide to the phenomena shown by the

entire plant. But it is best to quote his exact words, 7 which

are these: "It is easy to prove that all the functions of a leaf

are carried on when detached as when growing;" and again,

"all that can be called injurious to a shoot when detached for

experimental purposes lasting for a short time only, is that

the supply of water is cut off. The shoot may become flaccid

and slightly enfeebled, but in no sense are its functions im-

paired. And I maintain, making due allowance for that fact,

whatever results a cut shoot or detached leaf gives in the

matter of absorption and transpiration, they are [sic] legiti-

mately applicable to a growing plant. Those who assert it

to be otherwise must bear the burden of proof." 8 It is not

surprising after these statements, that this writer considers

the results of his many experiments upon cut shoots as appli-

cable to normally growing plants, and that he therefore con-

8 According to this
upply equivalent to
lormally in its watei

t petioles of leaves,
|
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eludes: "There are ample reasons for believing that dew and
rain are under certain circumstances absorbed and utilized to
supplement the root supply."

Whatever may be thought of the relationship of Henslow's
experiments to his conclusion, this much seems to be clearly
shown by the former, that cut shoots do absorb water through
their green parts. Many of his experiments have been re-
peated with results similar to his. 9 But when very similar
methods have been applied to uninjured shoots attached to
their parent plants, the results (I may so far anticipate as to
say) have been different; from which, together with other
considerations, it seems that there is a marked qualitative
difference between the behavior of injured and uninjured
plants and parts of plants with reference to their power of
absorption of water through their green parts, and that no
conclusions can be safely drawn from results in the one case,
as to the conditions in the other.
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stant supply of water both day and night to wet surfaces, it

was done by connecting them by means of short ribbons of

filter paper with beakers kept filled with water. All cases of

comparative wetting, etc., were judged by other and dis-

interested persons. In all weighings allowance was made for

withered leaves, etc. Some of the experiments were con-

ducted in large Wardian cases, others in bell jars. When it

was needful to keep the air in the latter saturated, it was done

by use of wet sponges as well as by shallow dishes of water.

Those experiments which are described below are the best

from a very large number. There were a few cases in

which contrary results were obtained, but in all such, some

error could have (or was known to have) come in.

For convenience, the experiments were divided into four

1. Absorption from wet surfaces.
2. Absorption of water supplied in drops, as rain.

3- Absorption from a quantity of liquid water.

4- Absorption of water-vapor.

1. Do uninjured plants through their green parts absorb

water from wet surfaces?

Exp. b. Strong plant of Senecio petasites- herbaceous, broad-leaved, 2 B high,

branching just above base into two nearly equal stalks. Of one stalk about

half ,ts length was wrapped with filter paper kept constantly wet. In open

air of room. Second day, traces of drooping in unwrapped stem; third day.
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paper pressed again
case: third day, all d

In all of the above cases, and in others not here described,
! wrapped plants acted precisely as if the wet paper were
t present; in other words they showed no signs of ability to
implement their root supply " from this source. How very
ferent is their behavior in comparison with that of Hen-
w's cut shoots exposed to very similar conditions!
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Exp. j. Vigorous young Helianti

leaves in the air. It showed no trace of improvement and soc

Exp. k. Two vigor, ich about iS hl high, ;

for want of water until they bent over in a curve to the table,

lower leaves of each were then placed in a basin of water wh
their leaves were left outside. Whole placed in Wardian case

leaves in water turning yellow and soon dying also.

Exp. I. Young Begonia with two strong leaves, one placed in 1

one not; whole placed under a bell jar open at top; plant continued to wilt

On this division of the subject, the experiments are too few

and inconclusive, but this is perhaps of the less importance,

since such absorption could hav<- very little opportunity to

occur normally in nature. Henslow found that an uninjured

plant of Mimulus moschatus lived for months after one of its

shoots had been immersed in water, but this was plainly by

virtue of the adventitious roots which it put .forth.

4. Do uninjured plants, through their green parts, absorb

water vapor?

Exp. m. Strong young Pelargonium, wrapped in rubber cloth, weigh ed c

led
'en days, 176.83c*"; and many new leaves £

; continued to decrease steadily in we.ght lor

Xp. n Young but well-rooted Coleus, wrapped in rubber cloth, ve$
182.645s"-; dried in open bell jar for four days, weighed i8i.So2*

m
,

droop «•

placed in saturated bell jar; after oneday, wt. 181.376?-; two days,
J^J^j

xp 0. 'Strong young Coleus, wrapped in rubber, all old leaves removed, M
left in Wardian case several days to recover; put out new leaves; then P

a saturated jar and it lost weight until it died. Young Pelargoniums

These latter experiments prove nothing new, but they h^
ieir value in this connection as showing forcibly that a plan

ay die for want of water in an atmosphere saturated witn
j

the absorption of water vapor were an "important norm

inction of leaves" this ought not to be so rapid and p° sltl

who thin 15
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Of the whole subject, in summary, it may be said, that
while these described experiments may appear to be too few
and too imperfect to justify conclusions applicable widely to
living plants under entirely natural conditions, nevertheless,
made as they are upon fairly representative plants, they seem
to render it very improbable that the absorption of water

heir green parts is at all general or appreciable in
amount among ordinary land plants. Whether in plants of
special habit, with special structures which may be used for
the purpose (as epiphytic Bromeliaces, etc.), such absorp-
tion takes place is another and distinct question, and in some
cases has proved, and in others may prove, answerable in the
affirmative, consistently with an equally emphatic negative for
ordinary land plants.

Progamic Laboratory, Harvard University.


